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Abstract

Recent ernpincal work suggests a strong connection between the incentives money
maziagers are offered arrd their risk-taking behavior. We develop a general model
of delegated portfolio management, with the feature that the agent can control the
riskiness of the portfolio. This represents a departure from the existing literature
on agency theory in that moral hazazd is not only effort exertion but also risk tak-
ing behavior. The tnoral hazard problem with risk taking involves an incentive-
compatibility constraint on risk, which we chazacterize. We distinguish between one
period and several periods. In the former case, under mild conditions, there exists
a first-best contract which takes the form of a bonus contract. In the latter, we
show that there exists no first-best contract and we use a numerical approximation
to st udy the properties of the second-best contract.
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1 Introduction

A money manager receives funds from clients who ciesire to invest their money in finarrcial

markets but do not have the time or the knowledge t.o do it personally. The money manager

chooses an investmeut strategy on behalf of t.he client. While the client or the law can

dict.ate some characteristics of t.he invest.ment strat.egy, the manager is usually left. witkt

a degree of freedom in determining the composition of the portfolio. In part.icnlar, the

money manager can c~ontrol t.he riskiness of t.he portfolio.

One cau expect. that money managers adjttst. the risk level in order to maxitni2e t.heir

(implicit. or explicit.) compensat.ion. This type of behavior is sometimes referred to as

"gattung the fee." Chevalier and Ellison [2] have analyzed t.he return and the vaziance of a

sample of mut.ual fimds. They have found that the variance of a fund in the last quarter of

the ycar is negatively ~.~tcelal.ed tv the performance of the same ftmd in first. three quarters.

This suggests that 6md managers condition their last quarter strategy on how well they

have performed so far. IF they have done well they play conservatively, if they have done

poorly t.hey "gamble for resurrection."

The prohlem of t.he relat,ion bet.ween investor and money manager when the latter

c~an play wit.h risk is related to two strands of literatatre: the microeconomic literatnre on

moral hazard and the finance litsratttre on delegated port.folio management. Unfort.tmately,

neither of the two strancis gives a sat.isfying atrswer on this point..

The vast literatttre on moral hazard (See Salanié [21] or Hart. and Hohnstrom [10] for

surveys) has mostly focnse~l on the problem of a principal who wants t.o indnce an agent to

exert t.he 'right' atnoiurt of effort.. The possibility of the agent controlling the risltiness of

t.he ont~~ome is exchtded by t.he monot.one ]ikelihood rat.io assnmption (Milgrom [19]), which

guarant.efs that thE~ eHect. t.hat. clifferent act.iotts have on the expected value of the outcome

dominates all other effects. Althongh some works have given explicit consideration to risk

taking. we are nnaware of any general moral hazard model in which t.he agent cont.rols the

riskiness of the ont.come.'

The literat.itre on delegatecí portfolio management. includes, among others, Cohen and

St.arks [3], Grinblatt. and Tit.man [8], St.onght.on [23], Heinkel and Stoughton [ll], Goet-

zmanu, Iugersoll, and Ross [6], and Das and Sitndaram [4]. In contrast with t.he moral

h~LZarcí lit.erat.ure, these aut.hors give a great. importance to the agent.'s incentives for risk-

t,tking. However, th~e works do not cotrsider fnll-fledged principal-agent models. Rather,

'}{ow,i,~...r, see Hohnstrom and Ricart i Costa [14~, Laffont [17~, and Matutes and Vives [I8) for agency

modeLti in which the agent has some control over the riskiness of the outcome.
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they restrict the set of feasible contracts between the investor and the money manager to

limited classes, such as piecswise linear. Instead, otu paper makes no limitations on the

shape of the contracts the investor can ttse.

In the present paper, we model the interaction between an investor and a money man-
ager. To foct~s on the effects of gaming the fee per se, we asstrme that both parties are
risk-neutral. The money manager can refi~se negative compensations ex post. This limited
liability asstunption prevents the investor from selling the investment retttrn to the manager

in exchange for its expected value, which would be first-best tmder all circumstances.
The money manager makes two choices: effort and risk. Effort is binary. A low level of

effort restricts the manager to invest in a low-yield riskless asset. A high level allows him to
access a set of feasible portfolios, which vary in their expected value and in their riskiness.

In case of high effort, the agent can select an element. of the feasible set of portfolios, which

is modeled in a general way. The investor, however, cannot observe the distribtition of

the portfolio the agent chooses bttt only the realized return on the portfolio. Hence, the

contract between the investor and the agent can only be based on the observed rettun.2

We consider two versions of the model: one period and many periods. In the one

period case, the money manager makes the portfolio decision only once. Then, the rettun

is realized and compensation is paid. The investor maximizes her expected net rettun

subject to an incentive-compatibility contraint on effort, which is a familiar concept in

moral hazard, and to an incentive-compatibility constraint on risk, which is introdtrced in

this work. First, we show that the latter constraint can be written as a first-order condition

that does not depend on the shape of the set of feasible portfolios. Thus, the incentive-

compatibility constraint on risk can be checked empirically even with limited information

on the set of available portfolios (in contrast, checking an incentive-compatibility constraint

on effort is very hard becatise it reqtures knowing the cost of effort for the agent). Second,

we show that, in the one-period case, first-best contracts exist and take the form of bontis

contracts.
In the mtrlti-period case, the agent cazi revise his portfolio choice after observing his

performance at intermediate stages. This derives from the asstunption that the investor

can evalttate the agent's performance less often than the agent can revise his own portfolio

decisions. The situation described by Chevalier and Ellison is a case in point: mutual fimd

managers control investment volatility continuously, while investors receive performance

2Alternatively, one could assume that the investor obaerves the composition of the portfolio but she

cannot determine the distribution of the portfolio with the same precision the agent can (if she could, she

would not hire the agent in the first place). This more general framework would yield similar results.
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information once a year. In general, the delegated money management indnstry has a well-
establishecl practice of end-of-year bonuses depending on performance dnring the calendar
year (later in the paper we will point at some pnzzling aspects of t.he t.lris compensation
practice).

With several periods, t.he agent. has more room to game the fee. We show that the only
first-hPSt cont.ract. is a linear contract. The intuit.ion is that an agent. who has a nonlinear
cont.ract and can control risk after observing int.ermediate performance will have incentives

to adjust risk tuward the eud of the contract. in ways that. reduce the expected value of

the portfolio. nur result strengthens the well-known Ie5l1It On the optimality of linear

contracts by Holmst.rom and A~Iilgrom [13].

Unforttmately, liuear contracts are prevented by linrited liability and we conclude that.

in a multi-period setting a first. best conta~act does not exist. By means of a numerical

example, we sr.udy tlre properties uf sec.u~~~l best contraets, whiah turn out to involve

cxc~essive risk-taking on the part. of the agent..

The orgauization or the paper is as follows. The next snbsection reviews related litera-

ttue. Scction 2 presents the modEa. Section 3 states the princípal problem and characterizes

the incent.iv~compat.ibilit.y condit.ion on risk. Section 4 proves that a first; best, contract

exists ancí that. it takes tkte fortn of a bonus contract. The following two sections dea]

with the mnlt.i-period case. Sect.ion 5 shows t.hat. a first, best contract mttst be linear and

rhat, t,herefore, in the problem at hand uo forst: best contract exists. Section 6 analyzes,

by meaus of unmerical approximat.ion, t.he properties of second-best rontracts. Section 7

conch ~lc~s.

Related Literature

Bhattacharva aatd Pfleiderer [1] were the first to sttuíy delegated portfolio management. in

a priucipal-ageut framework. An investor faces a large number of agents, who vazy in t.heir

forcrctsting abilit.y. Thns. the first. problem for the investor is t.o screen agents. The problem

is made more difficnlt by t.he assumption that better forecasters have higher opportnnity

r.ost.ti. ()nce an agent. is hired he observes a private signal. Thtts, the second problem of t.he

principal is that. of elicit.ing t.he agent's private signal in order to make the right portfolio

dec.ision. Bttat.tacharya and Pfleiderer show t.he exist.ence of an optimal contract in which

a~ents trnthfitlly report. t.heir forecast.ing abilit.y and their private signal. Compensat.ion is

a c ouc.avE~ hruction of return, increasing if return is below t.he mean and decreasing if it is

ahove tltc me.vt. nnr work differs from Bhattacharya and Pfleiderer becanse it is a hidden
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action rather than a hidden information model. In their model, t.he principal is able t.o
verify the level of risk taken by the agent, while in otus she is not. Another difference is

that we assume that the agent can sabotage the ex post rettun. This forces the principal
to offer only nondecreasing contracts. In contrast Bhattacharya and Pfíeiderer's optimal

contract is nonmonotonic.3

Some authors have considered moral hazard problems in the presence of the limited

liability constraint. Sappington [22] does it for a model of hidden information, while

Innes (15] does it for hidden action and is therefore more closely related to otu work. Innes

assiunes the Monotone Likelihood Ratio Condition, which in oiu paper is clearly violated

because the agent controls risk. It is interesting to compare our residts with his. He showa

that the optimal contract (siibject to the monotonicity constraint) a debt contract whereby

the principal receives the whole retiun up to a certain level and the residiial belongs to the

agent. In oiu framework a debt contract is clearly siiboptimal because it gives the agent

an incentive to take inefficiently high levels of risk. Indeed, we prove that any contract

that is convex (or concave) in portfolio rettun is not first-best.

Gollier, Koehl, and Rochet [7] consider the problem of a risk-averse decision maker

with limited liability. The decision maker chooses the size of a risky project. The form

of the distribution fimction of returns is left in a general form. The suthors show that

the level of risk chosen by the decision-maker is always higher under limited liability than

under fiill liability. The authors also provide comparative static restdts on the role of the

decison-maker initial wealth. While we keep the same level of generality of Gollier, Koehl,

and Rochet, oiir model is clearly different becat~se it is developed in a principal-agent

framework.

The most closely related work is Diamond [5]. Like us, he studies a hidden action

moral hazard problem in which the agent controls both effort and the distribution of the

otitcome. He asks whether, as the cost of effort shrinks relative to the payoffs, the optimal

contract converges to the linear contract. The answer is positive if the control space of the
agent has full dimensionality (i.e. if the principal has less degrces of freedom in setting

the incentives than the agent has degrees of freedom in responding), but not otherwise.
Dimensionality formalizes the important inttution that, if the agent has several ways to

maniptilate the outcome, the principal should offer the simplest possible compensation

3Bhattacharya and Pfleiderer do not make a limited liability assumption. In their optimal contract the

agent can incur unbounded losses. However, it is easy to modify the optimal contract in order to allow for

a limited liability clause. Thus, limited liability does not seem to be a crucial difference between our work

and theirs.
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scheme, that. is, t.he linear coutract. There are two important differences between our

framework and Diamond's. First, while he considers only three possible outcomes, our

model encornpasses a cont.immm of ontcotnes and is therefore more snited to stndy financial

intermediation. Second, his resnlts are asymptotic, in that. they hold when the cost of effort

tends to zero, while ours hold in general. In addition, we include the mtiltiperiod case and

second-best cont.ract.s.

2 Model

Let us st.art by defiuing the feasióle set of risAy portfolios. A portfolio is a probability

clistribntion ott the snppott. (r., i~, where x could be -oo and i cotild be foo. The set. of

fea.tiible port.folios is the family of distribution fimct.ions .~. We assume that an element

of .~ is nniquely identified by its mean p and a risk meastrre r. '1'he risk meastrre need

not correspond t.o variance. A typical element of .~ is f(. ~~, r). For simplicity, f(. ~~, r) is

aLSSttmed t,wice contiuttatsly differentiable for all p and r. Also, for any x E (a, x), f(x~~, r)

is c ont.inuotLSly differentiable in p and r.

We assume t.hat. if r" ~ r', f(.~~, r') dominates f(.~p, r") in the second-order stochast.ic

sense (SOSD). Thns, if two assets have the same mean, the one with the lower r is less

risky thau the ot.her. Also, it. is clear t.hat, if ti' ~~', t.hen f(.~~", r) dominates f(.~~', r) in

a first:order stochast.ic cíominance (FOSD) sense. Our model represents a clear departure

from prc:vions models of delegated invest.ment. in t.hat. t.he set of feasible portfolios is not

c~ompletel,v ordered wit.h rE~spect. t.o first:order stoehastic. dominanoe."

Let. (i~, r) E A where A- {~C, r~r 1 0, 0 c te C m(r)}. The fnnction m(.) is twice

differc~ntiable, strictly c~oncave and has a ma.~cimtun at p' - m(r') wit.h r' strictly positive.

To interpret. A, Figure 1 is nsefitl. A represents t.he set of feasible risky portfolios. A

is bonndaí above by the cnrve p - rn(r), which can be viewed as the efficient. portfolio

front.ier. Each point, on t.he front.ier represents the maximnm expected value that can be

achieved giveu a c.ertain level o[ risk. In a t.ypical textbook, only the increasing part of

rn(.) is depir~ted. That, is becanse a risk-nent.ral or risk-averse investor who selects her

portfolio wit.itont using an agent, wonld never choose portfolios to the right of r', as they

aro dnmiuated in hoth a first: and second-order stochastic sense by t.he portfolio with p'

c~ir~st mo~iels of moral hazard consider only two outcomes, in which case the all actions are ordered

Ly first-urder Stochastic dumintuice. The models which consider more than one outcome usually assume

the blouotone Likelihood Ratio property, which implies FOSD. See for instance Grossman and Hart [9~ or

Innes jI51.
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Figitre 1: The Feasible Set of Risky Portfolios

and r'. However, as we will see, a money manager with t.he `wrong' incentive scheme might

want to choose a portfolio to the right of r'.5

It is aLso assiuned that the agent cannot shortsell, or has limited shortselling power.
With tmlimited shortselling, the principal-agent problem may not have a solution, becaiuse
the agent may want to choose ttnbotuided levels of risk.

Both the principal and the agent aze risk-neutral. Thus, the efHcient portfolio is simply

( p`, r'). The presence of risk-aversion is not central to the argirment presented here. The

model coiild be readily extended to risk-averse players. If the principal is risk-averse, p

can be thonght of as the expected vahte of the principal's utility. The concave shape of

~n(r) will hold a fortiori.s

We want to model the relation between the investor and the money manager as an

agency problem with two-dimensional moral hazard: portfolio selection and effort exertion.

We have already disciissed the former. Let trs now titrn to the latter. As we aze mainly

interested in portfolio selection, we will model effort in the simplest way. In order to get

access the set of feasible portfolios .~, the agent miust pay a monetary cost c. If the agent

does not spend c, he can only invest in a risk-free asset with return xo E (x, i).

The principal offers a contract to t.he agent. The compensation can only depend on the

sOne may object that, from a standard portfolio theory perspective, there cannot exist assets that

dominate other assets on both mean and risk. This objection is correct only if all assets carry only

systemic risk. A portfolio to the ríght of li can exist if, for instance, there is one asset with a low mean,

a low systemic risk, and a high idiosyncratic risk. In order to game the fee, the agent may want to select

such a portfoGo. This situation may capture some of the recent financial crashes, in which the money

managers accumulated nonsystemic risk.
6In general we can expect that the agency problem becomes more severe if the principal is risk-averse

and less severe if the agent is. Both situations fit this model (the individual investor with limited wealth

and a large pension fund, or the investment bank and one of its traders).
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realized o~ttcoute a. Thus, let b(x) denot.e the contract. The agent's opporttmity cost. of

working for this principal is normalized at. zero.

Assumption 1. Tiee agent can sabotage x, that is, yiven an actual return x, he can report

any return ~~ E [~,s].

Then, the optimal contract. must be nondecreasing in x. Otherwise, if the agent finds

that. x falls on a decreasing section of b(~), he carr increase his compensation by redncing

:c. In the rest. of t.he paper we will consider only nondecreasing contracts.'

To snmmarize, the timing of the principal-agent. relationship is:

I. The principal proposes a contract 6(.) to the agent.

2. If t.he agent accepts, he receives a tmit.ary snm to manage for one period.

3. The agent chooses whether or not to spend c in order to access the set of feasible

portfolios. If he does not. spend c, t.he agent. invest in the risk-free asset with rettun

~o-

4. If the agent. spends c, he chooses (p, r) E A. ~c is realized according to f(x~p, r).

5. The principal pays 6(~) to the agent. and keeps x- 6(x).

Lemma 1. For any h(.), thc agent ma~iraizes E[b(x)~p,r] by choosting p and r such that

t~ - rn(r).

Proof Inimediate from the b(.) being nondecreasing and first-order stochastic dominance.

Definition L a. contrar,t ís first-best if the agent receives no rent and chooses r- r'.

In a first:best. contract. the principal achieves the same net. expected payoff she would

receive if there were no asymmetric information. Without limited liability, there exists

a linear first: best contract: b(~) --B ~ A~, with A 1 ~ (incentive compatibility
- u'-zo

c~onstraint on effort) and B- Ap' - c (participation constraint - which must elearly be

binding). With this contract., the agent chooses r- r'.

To make the problem interesting and realistic, we assume that the agent has limited

liahility. ti'ith a rescaling, t.he limit.ed liability of the agent is set. at zero:

'A cliscvssion on the reasons for excluding nonmonotonic contracts is found in Innes ( I5, p. 46J.
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Assumption 2. b(x) ? 0 for x E[i, ~~.

With limit.ed liability, t.he linear contract 6(x) --B ~- Ax is not feasible airymore

because B G 0 and, with positive probability, x is low enough that -B f Ax c 0. Of

course, the contract 6(x) - Ax with A~ - will still elicit the first, best act.ion from
- V'-xo

the agent. However, the pazticipation constraint will be satisfied as an inequality, which

means that the principal leaves a positive rent to the agent. Thirs, with limited liability,

there does not. eacist a linear first:best contaact and we mtist look for nonlinear first,best.

contracts.

3 One Period: Necessary Conditions

This paper is concerned only with the eacistence and the properties of first; best contract.s.

Tht~s, we will focus on the set of contracts that are feasible, leave no rent to the agent,

induce the agent to spend c, and induce the agent to choose the optimal amoimt of risk.

A feasible contract is first-best if and only if the following three conditions are satisfied:

(i) The agent's pazticipation constraint. binds

E[b(x)~~',r"] - 0;

(ii) The incentive-compatibility constraint on effort. is satisfied

E[b(x)~ti ,r`) - c ~ b(xo);

and (iii) The incentive-compatibility constraint on risk is satisfied

E[b(x)~Fi',r ~ 1 E[b(x)~rrz(r),r)

(1)

(2)

(3)

for any r E r.
Let fr(x~p, r) -~f(x~p, r) and f„(x~p, r) - a~f( x~p,, r). The following proposition

provides a simple necessary condition for a contract to be first-best and says what happens

if the necessary condition is violated:

Proposition 1. Suppose that if the principal offers contract 6(.), then the agent chooses

r- r and p-~. Th,en: (i) A necessary condition for 6(-) to be farst óest is:

fx b(x) f(x~~c,T)dx - fi; (4)
x

Ó



and (ii) If, i~astead, it is the case thaf.

~~b(~)fr(~~ï~,r)dx ~ (~)0,
~

then the ~riTecipal ~uould lose (gain) frora a small increase in r.

Proof Because t,he agent. only chooses points on the fiont.ier, it miust. be the case t.hat
m(r) -~. R.ecall that. f(x~p, r) is continuons and differentiable in Fi and r for any fixed x.

Then, also E[x~~, r] and E[L(z)~~, r] are continuoius and differentiable in ~ and r.

Claira: for any nondecreasing 6(-) the expressions

cir E[6(~)~Íh r]~r-r

and

drE[.L - 6(2)~rn(r)'r]~r-r

(5)

(6)

have opposit.c. sign.

Proof of the claim: Given b(-) and m(.) the agent faces an imconstrained maximization

problem and set.s ~~ snch t.hat

~3li.E[bÍx)~Ir,T]~N-~m (r) f 8rE[b(x)~Fr,r]~~-r - 0.

B~- cletinitiou.

órE[~~Fi,r] - 0.

for any ~l ancl any r. By pntting together (7) and (8), we have that

rlrE[~
- 6(~)~Tn(r),r]~r-r - ~~E[~~F~,r]~N-4~(T).

By FOSll and the fac~t. that 6(-) is nondecreasing, it mi~st. be t.rue t.hat

a~~E[~~lr,T]~~-i.rrti (r)

and

ápE[6(~)~F~, T]~v-P~ (r)

(7)

(8)
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have the same sign. But., by (7), the latter expression and (5) have opposite signs, which
proves the claim.

As corner solntions are not possible, in a first: best contract (6) mttst be zero. The claim
implies (i) immediat,ely. If (6) is positive, the principal gains from a small increase in r.
The opposits holds when (6) is negat.ive, and (ii) is proven.8

O

Equation (4) is a necessary condition for a contract t.o be first best. It. is easily derived
from the incentive-compatibility constraint. on risk after applying the Envelope Theorern.

The important point is that condition (4) does not depend on m(-). A condit.ion
dependent. on m(.) wotild be very diffictilt to check in practice becattse one wonld need

to know the (agent estimated) characteristics of the portfolios t.hat the agent does not

choose in eqtulibrium. Instead t.esting (4) reqtures only knowledge of the portfolio chosen

in equilibrium and the compensat.ion fimct.ion.

For example, let us say that portfolios are normally distribnted and that we can estimat.e

the mean and the variance of the chosen portfolio.9 The estimates are respectively ~ and

ó. Then, (4) becomes

Ij~ b(~) e- x~L x2 - 2x~ f j~2 f ~2 dx - 0,
J- `i7f(r ~3a

which can be tested. If it does not. hold, then we know that the contract. offered is not

first:best. Moreover if the right, hand side of (9) is posit.ive (negative), we can say that. from

t.he principal's viewpoint the agent. is taking an excessively risky (conservative) investment.

st.rat.egy.

Proposition 1 allows trs to exclnde two types of contract from the class of first, best

contractsao

eIt is itnportant to stress that the azgument in the proof is unrelated to the "first-order approach" (see

Grossman and Hart ~9~ and Rogerson [20~). Here, we are not looking for the optimal contract but only for

necessary conditions for a contract to be first-best. Notice that we have not yet proven that a first-best

contract exists at all.
90f comse, it is impossible to recover the mean and the variance from one observation on return.

However they could be estimated if the same contract 6(.) is given to the same agent in different times

or if we have many agents and returns aze not perfectly cqrrelated across agents even if agent choose the

same portfolio strategy.
toNotice that Propositiuns I and 2 do not depend on the assumption of Gmited liability. That is why it

is not absurd to consider the possibility of concave contracts.
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Proposition 2. A c.onvex (or concave) contract cannot 6e ftrst-best.

Proaf Let ns assnnte that, 6(.) is convex. By integrating per parts t.wice,tl

fx 6(~)fr(~~W`,r`)d2

b(~)F(~~Ft", t'") - b(?)~;.(~~Ft", r") -~~ b'(~)Fr~lr", r")dx
~

- ~l b'(a)F~p', r')d~
.~

r T r r
-b'(i) J F(~~tc", r`)d~ f J T 6"(x) ~J x F(t~p,', r')dt~ dx,

~ ` s

where the third equality is due to t.he fact t,hat F(~~p',r') - F,.(~~p',r') - 0(becattse

F(á~p',r`) - 1 and F(~~p',r') - 0).

However,

i f i
~ F.(x~p",r')d~r - xF (i~p",r') - xF (x~te',r') -

J
xfr(x~ti ,r')dx

JT s
- 0-0-m'(r')-0.

Itloreover, il' h"(.) 1 0 for all x, then fx 6"(x) fi F(t~p,r)dtdx ~ 0 for any x E(x,x) by

the definit.ion of second-order stochastic dominance. Thtts, we have proven that

~~b(~)!r(~~1~",r`)dx ) 0

Therefore, a convex contsact, cannot. be optimal. The proof for the concave case is identical.

O

With a roncave or convex cont.ract,, the incent.ive-compatibility constraint on risk is

ciolated. I'his resnlt. is hardly sttrprising. Wit.h a convex contract, the agent is rewarded

for high returns more t.han he is pnnished for low ret,ttrns and he has an incentive to increase

risk abovc the efficient level. The opposite holds for a concave contract.

'~Tne proof is clone under the assumpt.ion that b(-) is twice diffetentiable. While the fact that 6(.) is

rou~-ex and uondecreasiug guarantees that it is continuous, the possibiGty that b(-) is not differentiable

sPiould be takeu into account.
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4 One Period: First-Best Contracts

We now ask whether a first, best cont.ract exist..

Assumption 3. (i) .F is svch that, for any ~ and any r' ~ r", F(x~p, r') and F(x~~, r")
eross exactly once on ( ~, i). (ii) Let ï(p, r', r") denote the point at tiihich they cross.
ï(~, r', r") is nondecreasing in both r' and r" for all ~.

Part (i) is a technical assumption. For a given p, F(x~~,, r') and F(~~p, r") must cross
at. least once. However, t.hey may cross more t.han once. We asstune they cross exact.ly

once. Part (ii) is central to the resnlts. We asstune that the x at which two etunnlat.ive

distributions cross is nondecreasing in the r's of the two distributions. The assumption is

qnite natnral becattse increasing r shifts weight. on the tails of the distribntion, bnt one

can constrnet examples in which it. is violated.

Arnong families of two-parameter distributions, Assumption 3 is satisfied, among ot,hers,

by the normal distsibution family and by the lognormal distribution family.12

A contract. 6(.) is a óonvs contract if

b(~) B if ~ ~ i

- 0 ifxc.~

Proposition 3. If Assumption 3 is satisfied, there exists a frst-best contract, which takes

the form oJ a bonvs contract.

Proof. By Assumption 3 Part (i) and by second-order st.ochastic dominance, given r' c r",

there e~tists a k(r', r") snch that.

F(~~Fr`,T ) ~ (c)(-)F(~~Fr.
r,~)

if x c (1)(-)k(r', r"). By Assnmption 3 Part (ii), k(r', r") is nondecreasing in both r' and

r". Let.

k- - lim k(r', r');

k} - lim k(r' r„).

12We have not found a two-parameter family of distributions which violates Assumption 3, alt.hough

this is possible in principte. We conjecture that Assumption 3 is satisfied by any .F with a constant,

nonnegative thírd moment.
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By continnit.y, k- - k} - k. Also, for any r' G r', k(r',r') G k and, for any r" 1 r',
k(r', r") ~ k. Hence, it must be true that

F(k~W', r') C F(Í~~~i', r) for all r 1 0. (10)

We will show that a bonus contrart. in which ~- k is first,best. The agent chooses r

to rnaximize E[b(x)~r] - F(k~m(r),r). Let ~(p,r) - 1- F(k~m(r),r). The agent solves

t.he problem: max, ~(m(r), r). We want to show that the unique sohrtion of this problem

isp-p'ancír-r'.

Notice that, becanse li' ~ p for all p and by FOSD,

~(p', r) if r - r';
~(m(r)~ r') -

G~(p',r) for any other r.

Thus, if r' - argmax~(p', r), then r' - argmax~(m(r), r). But, (10) implies that

y~(p', r') ~~(~~.', r) for al] r. Therefore, r' - argmax~(m(r), r). Given a bomts con-

tract in which ï- k, the agent chooses the first; best action. Clearly the principal can

gange the bonus B in order to make the incentive contraint on effort binding. This is done

by sett.ing B- rol~,,~,1. ~

Wit.h a bonus contract, the agent maximizes the probability of being above the bonus

cntoff i. Proposit.ion 3 says that the principal can find a cutoff level such that maximizing

the probability of being above t.he cntoff level is equivalent to maximizing the expected

retmn of the port.folio.

If the faiuíly of distribution fimctions :F only contains distributions that are symmetric

around the mean (like t.he family of normal distributions), then the bonus contract asstrmes

a very simple form:

Assumption 4. Get x- -oo and ~- oo. For all feasible p. and r and for all z E ~Ji,

f(Ft - -~Fht') - f(lt f z~lr~r)

Clearly, Assnmption 4 implies Assnmption 3. In a symmetric distribntion, for a given

mean p. all cnmulative fimctions with mean p cross at x- p because F(p~p,r) - 0.5.

Corollary 1. If Asstcmption 4 is satisfied, then a óonvs contract with ï- p.' is first-best.

If Assnnipt.iou 4 holds, there exists a simple first; best contract. The principal offers the

agent a homis if the performance is above the mean of the optimal distribution and zero

13



if it is below. The bomts is set. at the lowest level that. satisfies the incentive-compatibility
constraint on effort.

Of coutse, there are other first:best contracts that are not. bom~s eontracts. This is

immediate to see in t,he symmetric case. Suppose that Assumption 4 holds and consider a

contract of the form:

0 ifxc~-g

b(~)- Bs2g ifx-gcxc~fg

B ifx?ifg

where 0 G g C p- xo (recall that xo is the return of the risk free asset). It is easy to see

that this "smoother" version of the bomts contract achieves first,best as well.

More generally, one could show that there exists a whole class of first-best contracts:13

Proposition 4. If Assumption 4 is satisfied, then suffictient conditions for a nondecreasing

contract to be first-best are that: (i~ b(xo) - 0; and (ii) 6(~' - z) - B- 6(te' f z) for all

zE~J2.

5 Two Periods: First-Best Contracts

The two-period game is exactly like the one-period game except that the portfolio choice

is made twice.14 Let .r - xl f x2 denote the return on the investment over the two periods.

The principal cannot offer contracts contingent on xl or xz. That would take rts back to

the one-period model. The principal can only offer contracts dependent on x. The timing

of the principal-agent. relationship is:

1. The principal proposes a contract b(.) to the agent. The contract can only depend

onx-~~-~~z.

2. If the agent accepts, he receives a nnitary sitm to manage for two periods.

3. The agent chooses whether or not to spend c in order to access the set of feasible

portfolios. If he does not. spend c, the agent invest. in the risk-free asset wit.h return

~o.

'aThe result that there aze many first-best contracts is unsurprising. In moral-hazazd models in which

both parties aze risk-neutral there usually exist a continuum of firsfrbest contracts.

~"The analysis extends readily to any number of periods.
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4. If the agent spends c, he chooses (p~,rl) within the set. of feasible parameters. xl is
realized according t.o f(xl~lzz,rz).

5. The agent. observes xz and chooses (pzi rz) within t.he set of feasible parameters. xz

is realized ac~cording t.o f(xz~Fiz, rz).

G The principal observes x- x~ -~xz. She pays b(x) to the agent and she keeps x-b(x).

As before, a contract. is first,best. if t.he agent. receives no rent and chooses rl - r' and

rz - r". We begin with a nc~cessary condition for a contract to be first-best:

Lemma 2. .4 first-best contract is linear in x.

Prnof. Snppose b(-) is first, best. Then,

b(xl f xz)f(xz~p', r')dxz - O,b'x~ E~2
~~~

Also, by definit.ion,

,i.(xz~u`, r')dxz - ~,1~x
and

xzfr(xz~lr',r")dxz - 6,
~m

(12)

(13)

~4'e want. t.o,how t.hat (11), (12), and (13) hold only if b(.) is linear. The proof proceeds

ati follows. We ~~onsider a c~lass of discrete approximations of (11), (12), and (13), and we

prrn-e that for all approximations in t.hat class b(.) must. be linear. Then, we construct a

seqnenc~e of approximations and we show that if b(.) must. be linear for each approximation,

then it nmst he linear also for t.he limiting contimious case, which corresponds.

Let n be a positive iuteger. Let. Y E ~Ji" and Z E~3t". Let z: Y--~ Z. Consider the

following system of equations, where Q:~Ji -~ J2 and s E~Ji can be seen as a pazameter:

~Q(sfy~)z;-6
y,EY"

~z~-6
y,Er

~?l~z;-6
y~EY

(14)

(15)

(16)
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Claim: (14J, (15), and (16) are true for any Y, Z, and s only if ~3(.) is linear.
Proof of t.he Claim: The system can be rewritten as

p(S ~ y~) ~(S ~ yz) ... a(S ~ yn)
1 1 ... 1

yi y2 ... yn

z~
zz 0

0
0

or, in a more compact. not.ation,

A(s,y)z - ~. (17)

Eqnation (17) is true for generic Z, Y, and s only if the rows of A(s,y) are linearly
dependent. Thetefore, for any y; E 3}2 and any s E~J2, it must be possible to write Q(s f y;)
as a linear combination of 1 and ye. This is tsue only if ~3(.) is linear, which proves t.he
Claim.

Now let Pk be a partition of ~ with a coimtable number of elements, such that each
element is a segment of the real line. Let. a; -(a~, á') denote a generic element of Pk. Let.
z~ be defined as

z; - ~ fr(xz~y`,r')dxz (18)
a,

and let y; be defined as

.fa; xz.ir(xz~W', r')dxz
yt - z (19)

By constniction y and z satisfy (15) and (16). Let. xl - s. Then, (14) is satisfied for

all xl and all z only if b(.) is linear. Notice that the genericity of y is a consequence of t.he
genericity of f, - an assumpt.ion of the present model. Let. s- x~. Then, by the Claim,
b(~) mitst be linear.

Let B denote the set. of points at which b(-) is discontinuous. The fact that b(.) is

monotone nondecreasing implies that B is at. most countable. Let P(f3) be the partit.ion
induced on ~2 by B. On any segment, a generat,ed by P(Ci) the fimction b(.) is continuous.

Consider a sequence of partitions {P}z-12 -{Pl, ..., Pk, ...}, with the property that.

Pl - P(X3) and P' is finer t.han P'-1 for any j. Let Yk and Zk be the sets generated
by partition Pk, following (18) and (19). Then, for any xl there e~ásts an appropriately

chosen sequence {P};-~ z such that
~

lim ~~(xi -~- y~)z; - ~ b(xi -f xz)fr(xz~W~, r')dxzn~x
y,EY ~
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Then, t.he fact that (14), (15), and (16) are satisfied only if b(.) is linear implies that (11),
(12), and (13) are satisfied only if b(.) is linear. A first:best contract. mnst be linear. O

Lemma 2 says t.hat only a linear contract can be optimal. A linear contract has the
unique property t.hat the agent's incentives in the second period are independent of the
agent's performance in t.he first period. With a nonlinear contract, the agent may find it.
optima] to deviate from t.he optimal portfolio in the second period.

Lemma 2 extends a well-known result. by Holmstrom and Milgrom [13, Theorem 6].
Holmstrom and Ivlilgrom consider a continnor~s time moral hazard problem in which the

agent controls the drift. rate of a Brownian motion. Hence, the agent chooses an action

in any instant from t.ime 0 to time T. The principal cannot offer a contract based on the

instarrtaneons drift rate, but. can only offer payments based on the final outcome at time

T. Both part.ies have an exponential utility fimction (which comprises the possibility that

they are risk-neutral). Holmst.rom and Milgrom show that nonlinear contract cannot be

opt.imal. The intuition behind this general resiilt is that in a multi-period model the agent

is in a very good position to maniprrlate the final outcome to his advantage. In contrast

the principal carr only rrse a rudimental instrument, rewards on final outcome, to control

the agent's actions. The linear contract does the best job at limiting the incentives for the

agent of manipulat.ing the final ontcome.

Holmstrom arrd lVlilgrom's work has been considerably extended by Sung [24] and by

Hellwig and Schmidt, [12]. Snng allows the agent to control the diffirsion rate of the Brown-

ian motion as well as t.he drift. rate and finds that the optimal control is linear. Hellwig and

Schnudt ronsider discrete approximat.ions to the Brownian motion and examine whether

a linear contract. is asymptotically optimal. They show that if the principal observes only

last: period aggregate resrrlts and the agent can sabotage ontcome, then if the length of the

discrete ini.ervals is short enongh, then a linear contract is approximately optimal.

Lemrna 2 significantly strengthens t.he resnlts cited above. The optimality of linear

contract. is not an asymptotic resirlt. It. holds if there are at least two periods. The

intnition is sinrple and has a special relevance to financial markets. The agent can choose

the level of risk in any period. Wit.h one period, the agent has only one action and the

prin~ ipal finds it easy to control the agent. As t.he previorrs section showed, in the one-

period case t.here is a large number of first-best contracts. With two periods, the agent has

more room t.o manipulat.e the final outcome. He can condition his second-period action

on his first: period ontcome. Only if the principal offers a linear contract. will the agent's

inrentiaes be independent. of the first-period outcome. Thrrs, the linear contract is the only
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contract in which the agent never games the fee.

The following proposition is imrnediats from Lernma 2 and t.he assumption of limit.ed

liabilit.y:

Proposition 5. In the two period-~rr.odel, there exists no first-best r.ontract.

The linear contract. is the only first-best contract. but, cleazly, it coirflicts wit.h limited

liability. Thus, the main message of this section is a negative one: with more than one

period, we caimot. hope to find a first:best contract,. Another simple result that. is wort.h

spelling out is:

Corollary 2. If Assv.rnption 3 is satisfied, the principal is always strictly óetter if she can

o,~er contracts on bath xl and x2.

If Assnmption 3 is satisfied, t.he principal can offer a first-best contract in the one-period

model but not in the multiperiod model. ThiLS, the principal is willing to pay a positive

arnount. t.o be able to offer contracts contingent on the performances on two periods rather

than one. The general lesson is that. being able t.o offer contracts on shorter periods is

a valuable option. This consideration bids a practical qnestion: Why are most money

managers compensated according to their yearly performance (risually from January 1 to

December 31)'?

Two solutions t,o the puzzle that come immediat.ely to the mind are: cost of monitoring

and agents' risk aversion. However, at. a closer look they are both imconvincing, the first.

on pract.ical gronnds, t.he second on theoret.ical groimds. The cost of monitoring money

managers is nowadays close to zero given that. all t.heir transactions are computerized. The

agents' risk aversion cannot play a role becaiLSe giving the principal more information -

xl and x2 instead of x- cannot. hurt him (and, as Grossman and Hart [9, Proposition 13]

have shown, it almost. always makes him better off).

6 Two Periods: Second-Best Contracts

Once we have established that. first: best cannot be achieved, the next step is to look for

second-best contracts. The principal solves

[nax E[xl f x2 - b(xr f x2Í~ri! r2Íx1)] (20)
Ti~'s(zi)
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subject. to

E[6(xt f~s)~r2(~t),~t] 1 E(6(xt f~z)~rs,~t] for a.a. ~t,r2 (21)

E[b(xt Tx2)~T'i,r2(~t)] ? E[b(xt fx2)~rt,rz(~t)] drt (22)

E[b(~t f x2)~Ti.ri(~t)] ? 6(~0) (23)

Conditions (21) and (21) aa~e incentive-compatibility constraints on risk and they corr~

spond t.o the agent dynamic programming on rt and r2. Condition (23) is the incentive-

compat.ibility constxaint. on effort.'s Of course, the contaact b(x) must, also satisfy limited

liability and monot.anicit.y.

The principal-agent. problem stated above Oiolat.es the Monotone Likelihood Ratio Con-

dition. Therefore, we cannot. apply any of the known conditions for the validity of the

first:order approach.tb Being nnable t.o stndy t.he problem in its general form, we choose to

analyze a nmch simpler exatnple. As we will see, the example itself has enough complexity

that t.he optimal contract can only be found through numerical approximations.

Let. ns consider a class of portfolios with only three ontcomes: -100, 0, 100. Clearly,

any shifting or rescaling of these three values wotrld leave the restilts inaltered, at least as

long as the principal tnust offer a contract to the agent. If the agent does not incur the

information collert.ion cost, c, t.hen he can only invest. in a risk-free asset yielding 0 with

probability one. If t.he agent spends c and acqnires information, then he accesses a feasible

set of risky portfolios. Each of the risky port.folios is fnlly described by u- Pr[x - 100]

and d- Pr[a~ --100]. Also, let s- Pr[x - 0] - 1- u- d.

In the example considered in t.his section, we assume that the feasible set of portfolios

is gi~.en by:

A-{u, d~0 c u ~ 2, d ~ b(u)}, (24)

where

b(u) - 2 - 4 - u2. (25)

The feasible set. of portfolios is depicted in Figure 2. The frontier correspond to the Sotrth-

East qnadraut. of a circle. This set. has the import.ant property that the marginal cost

~'Notice th:u eHort is spent only once -in the beginning of period 1- rather than twice. This assumption

greath simplifies the analysis. The assumption makes sense if we thitilc that agent effort has not only short

term benefits - like information collection.

t~See kugersou [20~ and Jewitt [16~.
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in terms of d of an increase in u is zero when u- d - 0(least risky portfolio) and

is infinite when u- d- 2(riskiest portfolio). These regularity conditions ensure t.hat.

the nonnegativity constraints of u, d, and s are never binding. In Figure 2, t.he black

dot represents the efficient port.folio - the one that maximizes the expected vahte of the

outcome. The efficient portfolio has probabIlities (d', s', u') -(0.146, 0.501, 0.353). The

white dot represents the riskless portfolio. As before, without loss of generality the agent

cazi restrict his at.tention t.o portfolios on the frontíer b(u). Thetefore, by selecting u, the

agent selects a portfolio characterized by the probabilities (ó(u), 1- u- b(u), u).

In t.he previous sections we got accttstomed to define the set of feasible portfolios in

terms of the mean and a measure of risk. Instead, here we have defined it in terms of two

probabilities. This has been done to make the analysis more transparent. However, it. is

immediate to see that the set defined in (24) and (25) can also be represented in terms

of inean and variance. Figttre 3 provides such mean-variance representation. The efficient

pottfolio is found in correspondence of the global maximttm of the expect.ed value p.

The timing of the game is the same as in t.he previotts section: (i) The principal offers

a contract to the agent; (ii) The agent decides whether to inctu cost c or not; (ííi) The

agent chooses a portfolio for t.he first, period; (iv) The agent. observes the outcome in the
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first. period, .~,, and t.hen chooses a portfolio for the second period; (v) The siun of the

outcomes in the t.wo periods, x- x, -~ a2, is observed and payoffs are made.

After two periods t.here are five possible ontcomes x: -200, -100, 0, 100, f200. Hence, a

cont.ract. is a qnint.nple b- (b-2~, b-,~, bo, bt,~, 6~2~). )l~om (2), the incentive-compatibility

constraint on effort for the agent. is

inax ( b-zW Pr[x - -200~u] -~ . . . -~ b2~ Pr[x - 200~u]) - c ~ bo. (26)

If the ICC on effort. is not. satisfied, t.he agent. does not spend c, he chooses the riskless

port.folio, atid he gets b~ for sirre.

hi the first:bc~t case, t.he agent. should choose u- u' in both periods, becaiuse this

mtiximizes E[x~ -~;c2]. In this case, it can be computed that. E[x] - 41.42. FYom Lemma 2

we know that a contract t.hat. achieves first-best. nn~st. be linear in x. If the agent had no

liability coustraiut., the principal could offer him a linear contract that leaves the agent. no

rent. This is easily achieved by letting bo - 0.

If -a.5 we assume- t.he agent. has the liability constraint, the principal can still offer him

contracts t.hat, incíuce the agent. to choose the efiicient action profile u, - u2 - u`. This

class of contract.s have two properties: ( i) they are linear; (ii) they satisfy the ICC on effort

(26). All these rontracts leave a rent to the agent. Let cus look for the one that leaves the

lowe~st. rent. ( we will call this the Ieast-cost e,~cient contract, or efficient for short). Clearly,

it. irntst be that. b-~„~ - 0. Then, we let b-,~ - q, bo - 2q, b,m - 3q, and b,~ - 4q. The

~~alix~ of q ~l~~ponds on the parameter c. It can be compnted that q -(1 ~- f)c. Thits, the

le.utit-~~o5t citi~~i~~iit coutract. is:

b` -(0, (1 -~ ~)c,2(1 f f)c,3(1 f~)c,4(1 f f)c).

Howe~.er, from the principal's viewpoint. t.he least,cost efficient contract is not optimal

becanse it. leaves an excessive rent. t.o the agent.. As we will shortly see, the principal is

better off ~~hocsiug a ront.ract thar. is inefHcient but. reduces the agent's rent.

Consider a generic contract. (6-100, b-,~, bo, b~,~, bt~). The agent's choice is found

by hax~kward indnction. In t.he begimung of the second period, there coiild be three cases:

r., --10(l, .r, - 0, or r., - 100. If x, --100, the agent solves a one-period problem over

uz in which he receives: b-zIX, if xl --2 - 100, b-,~ if xz - 0, and ba if x2 - 100. If

~;, - Il or a:~ - 1~0, t.he ageut solves analogous problems. To find the agent choice in the

tsvo-period c~45e, t.he following one-period resnlt. is itseful (in the one-period case, the agent

rhooses u ouly once):
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Lemma 3. Consider the one-period problem for the agent. Suppose that the contract zs

(b-ioo, bo, bioo). Then, tlae agent chooses

u(h-ioo, bo, bioo) -
6i~-bo

b? ioo - 2b-ioobo ~- 26ó ~- 2óobicb -t- b2oo

and receives the eapected compensation

~~(b-ioo, ba, b~oo) - ó(ii)6-ioo f(1 - u- ó(v))bo f ub~~.

Proof The agent chooses

u(b-ioo,bo,bioo) - max b(u)6-lo0 ~-(1 - u- ó(u))bo } ubloo.u
By subst.it.iiting ( 25) int.o b(u) and finding the first order condit,ion, the lemma is proven.

R'c, c~an now iLSe Lemma 3 in the backward indnction. In the second period, the agent.

~ ~h~oseti:

~(b-2oo. b-ioo, bo) if ~i - -100;

uá(~i) - u(b-ioo, bo, bioo) if xi - 0;

uÍbo, bioo, b2ao) if xl --100.

This determincs the expect.c cí compensation given t.he outcome of t.he first. period:

~'-ioo - i~(b-zoa, b-ioo, bo) if ~i - -100;

E[br,tTZ~~i~ - zïo - f'(b-ioo,bo,bioo) if xi - 0;

ï,ioo -~i(bo, bioo, b2oo) if xi --100.

In rhF~ tirst period the agent knows i,-i~, i,o, and v-~~. The optimal choice is again

obtainccl from Lemma 3:

ui - ~Íi'-ioo, ~~o, ~~ioo).

and the expect.ed compensation for the agent (before knowing al and x2) is

E[bzl h~ - 1'(~'-ioo, 2,0, ~iioo).

(29)

(30)
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Given a contract b, expressions (27), (28), and (29) allow us to compnte t.he agent's optimal
choice given arry contract. b. The optimal choice is a qnadntple (ui, u2(-100), uz(0), u2(100)).
ln addit.ion, expression (30) gives E[b~~b].

The choice of u by the agent. generat.es five probabilities Pr[x --200~b], ... , Pr[x -
'100~b]. The expected return given contract h is given by

E[~] - b-2~ Pr[x - -200~b] f . . . -f b2~ Pr[x - 200~b]. (31)

'The principal c~hooses b t.o maximize net. retnrn E[~ - bs~b], which is found by subt.racting

(30) from (31).

~~Vhile we are not able t.o find a close-form solution of the optimal contract, we can

nse a mtmerical approximat,iou. Three values of the parameter c are considered: 0.2, 1,

and 5.17 The optimal coutracts are: for c- 0.2, (0, 0.385, 0.81, 1.275,1.73); for c- 1,

(0, 1.11, 2.58, 4.68, 6.68); and for c- 5, (0, 1 A25, 2.4,1U.4, 18.35). tJptimal contracts and

least: cost efTicient. cont.ract. are graphcxl in Figttres 6.

The principal faces a tradeoff between reducing the agent rent (decrease E[bs]) and

inducing the agent to choose a more effic-ient. risk profile (increase E(z]). By switching

from the least, cost. efficient, contsact to the optimal contract, the principal decreases both

E(x] and E(br]. The combined effect (t.he change in E(x - bs]) is positive and can be seen

as net sa~ntags orr corngrensation. As t.he next table shows, net saving increases with the

informat.iou collectiou cost.. A higher c makes the efficient contract more expensive becatrse

thc inc antive-compatibility constraint. on effort (26) is more difficnlt, to meet.

contract E[x - 6s] E[br]

c- 0.2 optimal 40.34 1.01

efficient 40.26 1.17

c- 1 optimal 36.99 3.58

efficient 35.59 5.83

c- 5 optimal 27.90 7.40
efficient 12.28 29.14

"Thr prugram used had a precision of 0.005 Eor c- 0.2, of 0.01 for c- 1, and of 0.025 for c - 5(With

a pcecisi~in of p, c~ne fiuds the optimal contract under the constraint that all payments to the agent be

drciail~le Irp p).
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The optimal contract. is nonlineat. By Lemma 2, the agent. does not choose the efficient.

level of risk. The following table compares the distribution ofx imder the optimal contract.

wit.h t.he ditribntion rmder t.he least; oost efficient contract. With the optimal contract,

extreme ontcomes (nonzero retirrns) are more likely. Compared to the ef6cient contract, the

standard deviation of returns is higher and the expected value is lower. Both discrepancies

increase with c, which is due -again- to the inereasiug difficulty of satisfying the ICC on

effort..

-200 -100 0 100 200 E[x] StDev[x]
c- 0.2 0.02 0.15 0.33 0.36 0.13 41.3 97.5
c- 1 0.04 0.17 0.29 0.38 0.13 40.6 102.0
c- 5 0.04 0.24 0.18 0.39 0.14 35.3 112.0
efficient 0.02 0.15 0.35 0.35 0.1'l 41.4 95.Ei

The next. table ilhistrates the dynamic properties of efficient and optimal contracts

over t.he two periods. The defining characteristic of the efficient contract is that the agent

bnys the same portfolio in both periods, irrespective of the first period ontcome. On the

other hand, iu the optimal contract tbe agent games the fee. If the first-period restrlt xl

was not. good (-100 or 0), the agent. buys an overly risky portfolio. For instance, if c- 1

and .cl --100, the agent selects a portfolio with u- 0.382 (which implies d- 0.210).

The efficient portfolio would have u - 0.353 (implying d- 0.146). On the other hand, if

t.he first: period result. was good, t.he agent buys a portfolio that. is approximately efficient.

Th~us, in the opt,imal cont.ract t.he opportirnties of gaming the fee seem to be mostly on the

losing side. A first: period bad performer takes chooses a suboptimal level of risk while a

good performer chooses approximately the right level.

In t.he first period, the agent buys an overly risky portfolio (if c- 1, he selects ul - 0.382

instead of t.he etlicient 0.353). This is due to the fact that the ahape of the contract is

"overall" more ~~o~ivex t.han concave.

u~ u2(-100) u2(0) u2(100)
c- 0.2 0.362 0.371 0.369 0.350
c- 1 0.382 0.399 0.410 0.345

c- 5 0.409 0.401 0.493 0.352

~~ r~HiciE~nt ~:I 0.353 , 0.353 0.353 0.353
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To summarize, excessive risk t.aking occurs in t.he first. period rmconditionally and in
the second period conditional on a bad first; period return. These deviat.ions from efficiency

are increasing in c.

7 Conclusions

We have developed a principal-agent model of delegated portfolio marragement wit.h the

central featirre that the agent, can cont.rol the riskiness of the portfolio. This reprnsents

a departure from the moral hazard lit,eratrue in that moral hazard takes also t.he forrn

of risk taking, rather t.han only effort exert.ion. First, we have chazaterized the incentive-

compat.ibilicy constraint on risk. This tiuned out to be a simple first, order condition which

does not depend on the shape of the efficient portfolio frontier. Second, we have shown t.hat.

in the one-period case there exists a first-best. bonrrs contract.. As bonrrs contracts aze very

widespread in financial institrrtions, the present work provides a t.heoretical just.ification

for them in terms of moral hazazd on risk. Third, we have analyzed t,he mrrlti-period case.

The agent has a better opportunity to manipulate risk to his advantage. The only fust-best.

contract is linear, which conflicts wit.h limited liability. The second-best contract. involves

excessive risk-taking.

Risk-taking by money manager is a widely perceived problem. Our work is a step

t.oward developing a general theory of moral hazard with risk t.aking. Oiu resrrlts snggest.

that - differently from moral hazard rmder pure effort. exert.ion - moral hazard wit.h risk

t.aking yield testable implications, which can grride empirical work and, perhaps, cont.ract.

design.

Onr resnlts for the mnltiperiod model point t.o a pnzzle: Why are money managers

offered miilti-period contracts when a sequence of single-period contract woiild be strictly

more efficient.? We argued that. this question cannot be answered by argrunents relating t.o

risk aversion or monitoring costs. We hope that fnrther research will address it.
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